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Abstract
Graph-neural-networks (GNN) is a rising trend for fewshot learning. A critical component in GNN is the affinity.
Typically, affinity in GNN is mainly computed in the feature
space, e.g., pairwise features, and does not take fully advantage of semantic labels associated to these features. In this
paper, we propose a novel Mutual CRF-GNN (MCGN). In
this MCGN, the labels and features of support data are used
by the CRF for inferring GNN affinities in a principled and
probabilistic way. Specifically, we construct a Conditional
Random Field (CRF) conditioned on labels and features of
support data to infer a affinity in the label space. Such
affinity is fed to the GNN as the node-wise affinity. GNN
and CRF mutually contributes to each other in MCGN. For
GNN, CRF provides valuable affinity information. For CRF,
GNN provides better features for inferring affinity. Experimental results show that our approach outperforms stateof-the-arts on datasets miniImageNet, tieredImageNet, and
CIFAR-FS on both 5-way 1-shot and 5-way 5-shot settings.

1. Introduction
Few-shot learning attempts to classify unlabelled data
(i.e., query samples) when only a few labelled data (i.e.,
support samples) are available. Instead of relying on regularization to compensate for the data scarcity, researchers
have explored ways to learn a distribution of similar tasks
(also called “meta-learning”). Meta-learning method introduces the concept of episodic, which means that one round
of model training contains only few samples (e.g., 1 or 5)
for each class. By episodic training, meta-learning methods
aim to train a meta-learner that can quickly propagate labels
from support samples to query samples.
Recently, Graph Neural Network (GNN) [60, 31] becomes a rising method to transfer the knowledge from the
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Figure 1. Illustration of Mutual CRF-GNN (MCGN). Green and
purple indicate different classes. Unary compatibility contains label information and binary compatibility contains feature information from GNN. (a): The marginal distribution for pairwise variables can be used to predict the affinity for GNN. (b): the marginal
distribution of single variable is used for label prediction.

support samples to the query samples. In particular, Garcia
and Bruna [15] first modelled the few-shot learning problem as a supervised graph message passing task by defining
each sample in the support set and query set as a node in
GNN.
Affinity, which measures the similarity between two
samples/nodes, is a key component in GNN. Therefore, lots
of approaches are proposed to have better affinity representation. EGNN [26] proposes to utilize labels for GNN affinity initialization and propagate the edge labels for explicitly
modeling the intra-cluster similarity and inter-cluster dissimilarity. DPGN [53] propose to incorporates distribution
propagation with GCN and combines both distribution-level
relations with instance-level relations.
In this regard, we leverage CRF [48], which is a powerful probabilistic graphical model, to manipulate dependencies between variables, to collaborate with GNN. We
model the labels as random variables in CRF. In our ap-
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proach, the marginalized distributions in the unified CRF
model have two functionalities. First, the marginalized distribution for single variable reflects the predicted possibility
of label. Second, the marginalized probability of pair-wise
variables defines the similarity of two samples, which is the
affinity for GNN. Our design of MCGN is from the following two observations for CRF and GNN.
First, for CRF, the marginalized probabilities for single
variable and pair-wise variables should be obtained by fusing feature information and label information. The unary
compatibility term of each variable is used to model the
relation between the variable/sample and the corresponding observed label information. The binary compatibility
term utilizes the feature information. Specifically, it models the relation between two random variables/samples and
is intuitively defined by the feature similarities of two corresponding random variables/samples. Since marginalizing the states of variables in CRF requires to multiply both
unary and binary compatibility terms, the marginal distribution fuses the feature information and label information in a
principled and probabilistic way.
Second, for GNN, its affinity should be defined by the
probability in the label space, reflecting the possibility that
two samples belong to the same class. Unlike typical GNN
that determines the pairwise affinity in the feature space,
e.g. using similarity of features, affinity determination by
probabilities in label space merits two advantages. First,
affinity defined in the label space is less sensitive to outliers. Take two samples that are visually similar but belong
to different classes as an example. When using feature similarities to determine affinities, their affinity could be large,
which leads to inappropriate feature aggregation between
two samples. However, such affinity could be reduced in
the label space because it is additionally guided by the provided semantic labels, i.e., two samples have different class
labels. Second, the labels given in the support set can guide
the affinities in a probabilistic instead of deterministic manner. Different with EGNN and DPGN that initialize affinities to zero or one according to the corresponding labels,
the unary compatibility term in CRF can set a tolerance for
mislabelled samples, which makes our classification more
robust than original GNN-based models.
Considering the above observations, we propose a unified model named Mutual CRF-GNN (MCGN), where the
GNN and CRF are mutually correlated and can contribute to
each other. The network consists of multiple layers and each
layer alternately implements the CRF-based affinity inference and GNN-based feature aggregation. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, we use features in GNN to define the binary compatibility in CRF. Next, with unary and binary compatibility, we estimate the marginal distribution of each variable.
Afterwards, the obtained marginal distribution of each variable infers affinities in GNN. At last, more robust features

are obtained by aggregation in GNN, which further leads
to better compatibility in the next CRF layer. In such a
feed-forward process, CRF produces better affinities with
compatibilities defined by robust features in GNN and GNN
produces robust features by taking affinity inferred by CRF.
In summary, our main contributions are two folds. First,
we propose to introduce CRF to GNN, where CRF helps
to implement dependencies between the predictions and define affinities of GNN in label space. Second, we propose a
novel Mutual CRF-GNN where feature aggregation and relation inference could contribute to each other. Extensive
experiments conducted on three popular datasets proved
the effectiveness of Mutual CRF-GNN by a significant improvement in few-shot classification accuracy.

2. Related Work
Few-shot Learning. Research literature on few-shot learning is highly diverse. We focus on algorithms using supervised meta learning framework [21, 13, 49]. In particular,
we divide these methods into three categories. (1) Metric learning based methods [52, 45, 47, 53, 9, 58, 42, 51]
focus on obtaining a generalizable encoder to transform
all samples into a common metric space and then use the
distances between query features and support features to
perform classification. (2) Memory network based methods [25, 34, 35] try to store knowledge from seen tasks and
then generalize it to new tasks. (3) Gradient descent based
methods [13, 40, 29, 18, 59] have a specific meta-learner
that learns to adapt a specific base-learner to any few-shot
learning task. Our method is closely related to Metric learning based methods, especially leveraging GNNs to measure
similarities among few-shot samples.
GNN for Few-shot Learning. Recent development of Metric learning based methods is to leverage GNN [7]. GNNs
can iteratively perform feature aggregations from neighbors, and therefore can explore complex similarities among
features in the graph. Node-labeling GNN [15] aggregates
node features to explore sample similarities. EGNN [26]
additionally aggregates edges in GNNs for few-shot learning. DPGN [54] proposes to leverage distribution relations
for affinity, which considers first-order global information.
Our approach is different from the methods in two aspects.
First, existing methods fused feature information and label
information to determine affinities in a unprincipled and imbalance way. Node-labeling GNN concatenates the highdimensional features and low-dimensional labels as a unified node feature, where label information is underestimated
during aggregation. EGNN and DPGN ignore the labels
information when feature transformation and only unitizes
them for GNN initialization. Our method models affinity
as the pair-wise marginal probabilities in CRF, where pairwise marginal probabilities fuse feature and label information by multiplying unary compatibilities and binary com-
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patibilities in a principled way. Second, the labels given
the support set can guide affinity in a probabilistic manner.
Different from EGNN and DPGN that initialize affinity by 0
or 1, the unary compatibility in CRF can set a tolerance for
mislabelled samples, making our classification more robust.
CRF Approaches. Conditional Random Field (CRF) [27,
11, 12, 10, 6] is a popular probabilistic model to infer various dependencies within a image group or pixels in a image. Works that combine probabilistic models with neural
networks to predict structured data can be found in various
domains [3, 24, 55, 4]. [14] is the most relevant work to our
method. It also uses CRF to enhance GNN but in the way
of using the expectation of variables to generate new node
features for transformation in the next GNN layer. Different from previous work that use CRF to predict labels or to
generate new node features for GNN, we incorporate CRF
in GNN models to calculate better affinities for GNN by
marginal distributions, which has not been investigated before. Furthermore, CRF should collaborate with GNN to
exploit the relations of the samples because it does not have
a multiple-layer structure and can not be refined in an iterative way as GNN.

3. Methodology
3.1. Preliminaries
Problem Definition The target of few-shot learning is
to learn a model that can generalize well to new tasks
(e.g., classes) with only a few labelled samples. Each
few-shot task has a support set S and a query set Q.
The support set S contains N classes with K samples
for each class (called N -way K-shot setting). Specifically, S = {(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), ..., (xN×K , yN×K )}, where
x∗ represents a sample and y∗ represents its label. The
query set Q has T samples, which can be denoted by
Q = {xN×K+1 , xN×K+2 , ..., xN×K+T }. In the training
stage, labels {yN×K+1 , yN×K+2 , ..., yN×K+T } are provided
for query set Q. In the testing stage, we determine the label
of the query sample according to the few labelled support
samples. The labels of samples in the training stage and
testing stage are mutually exclusive.
Modeling with GNN In few-shot learning, Graph Neural Network [17, 44] is a powerful post-processing tool to
achieve robust features. Let F = (f1 , f2 , ..., fN×K+T ) ∈
R(N×K+T )×p be the collection of N × K + T feature vectors in one few-shot task, where p is the feature dimension.
The pairwise relationships of any two features are encoded
in the affinity matrix A = {aij |1 ≤ i, j ≤ N ×K +T } ∈
R(N×K+T )×(N×K+T ) . A GNN usually contains several propagation (hidden) layers. Given an input F0 = F and the
associated graph affinity A0 = A, GNN conducts the following layer-wise propagation in the hidden layers as
F

l+1

= σ(D

−1/2

l

AD

−1/2

l

F ),

where l = 0, 1, ..., L−1,P
Dl = diag(d1 , d2 , ..., dn ) is a din
agonal matrix with di = j=1 ali,j and σ is a trainable feature transformer. Typically, affinity Al is often computed
by the node-wise features and therefore may not be optimal for two reasons: (1) it only models pairwise information and ignores the neighboring information in GNN. (2) it
only leverages feature information but does not incorporate
the semantic information, i.e., labels, when computing Al .

3.2. Introducing CRF to GNN
Conditional random fields (CRFs) are a class of statistical modeling method often used for structured prediction.
To produce the affinities Al that consider contexts, we utilize the marginal distribution of each random variable in
CRFs to compute affinity in all GNN layers. Compared with
conventional GNN that utilizes features to estimate affinity,
using the marginal distribution of random variables brings
three advantages. First, marginal distribution takes context
into account whereas features only describes individual information. Second, marginal distribution incorporates both
feature similarities (binary compatibility) and semantic labels of support samples (unary compatibility) into a unified quantity. Last, the space of marginal distribution is restricted by the label space. When used to estimate affinity, marginal distribution can help to explicitly illustrates
whether two samples belong to the same class instead of
whether two features are similar in typical GNN.
In particular, the l-th CRF layer is built upon a probabilistic graph Glcrf = (Vlcrf , Ecrf
l ) composed by all the
samples in one few-shot learning task. Vlcrf = {uli }N×K+T
i=1
are the nodes of the graph, where uli is the random variable
associated to the sample i. It represents the labels assigned
to the sample i, and may take any value from the label set.
The conditional distribution for the CRF is given by:
P(ul1 , . . . , ulN×K+T |Fl , Ys ) ∝

N×
YK

ψ(uli )

i=1

Y

φ(ulj , ulk ),

crf
hj,ki∈El

(2)

where Ys = {y1 , y2 , ..., yN×K } is a label collection for
the support set, ψ(uli ) is the unary compatibility between
the random variable uli and its label yi , and φ(ulj , ulk ) is
the binary compatibility to describe the relationship between random variables ulj and ulk . In the following, we
first introduce two compatibility functions in the CRF, then
describe the details to estimate the marginal distribution
P(uli |Fl , Ys ) and the affinity Al for the next layer GNN.
Unary Compatibility ψ(uli ). Unary compatibility ψ(uli ) is
to describe the relation between the variable uli of support
samples and its corresponding observation, i.e. ground truth
labels yi . Mathematically, it can be formulated as
ψ(uli = m) =

(1)
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1−η
η/(N − 1)

if m = yi
,
if m 6= yi

(3)
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Figure 2. The overall framework of MCGN. This figure shows an example of a 2-way 2-shot setting, plus a query sample. The circles in
GNN represent features extracted from backbone or aggregated by the previous layer. The squares in CRF means the labels of support
samples. The label (dashed square) for the query sample is unknown. Purple and green colors for circles (squares) represent different
classes. The pentagons in CRF denote the random variables which represent the labels assigned for the corresponding embedding in GNN.

where η = 0.3 is a small positive value which is the probability tolerance when the random variable takes the incorrect label. It is noteworthy that we define ψ(uli 6= yi ) =
η/(N −1) because we consider there is tiny possibility for
uli to take incorrect labels. We set ψ(uli = yi ) = 1 − η
PN
because we normalize summation m=1 ψ(uli = m) to 1.
Binary Compatibility φ(ulj , ulk ). Binary compatibility
φ(ulj , ulk ) is to describe the relations between the connected
random variables, ulj and ulk . Mathematically, it can be formulated as
φ(ulj = m, ulk = n) =



tlj,k
l
(1−tj,k )/(N −1)

if m = n,
, (4)
if m 6= n,

where m and n denote the labels assigned to ulj and ulk respectively, tlj,k = ReLU(cos(fjl , fkl )), and cos(fjl , fkl )) indicates the cosine similarity between node features fil and fkl .
According to Eq. 4, similar features lead to high compatibility when two samples take the same label and dissimilar
features produce high compatibility when two samples take
different labels.
Marginal Distribution P(uli = m|Fl , Ys ). To incorporate states of other variables, we marginalize out all random
variables other than uli in Eq. 2 and derive marginal distribution P(uli |Fl , Ys ) by
P(uli |Fl , Ys ) ∝

X

crf

Vl

P(ul1 , ul2 , . . . , ulN×K+T |Fl , Ys ), (5)

\{uli }

where P(uli = m|Fl , Ys ) describes the probability of sample i being assigned with the label m after considering all

possible states of random variables other than uli . By considering all possible states of random variables other than
uli , P(uli = m|Fl , Ys ) can exploit the contextual information of samples in both support set and query set. We adopt
the loopy belief propagation [37] to calculate marginal distribution of each node in CRF (see Supplementary Material).
Affinity Al . Since marginal distribution P(uli |Fl , Ys ) integrates both the contextual information in CRF and label
information of support samples, we can use the marginal
distribution to estimate a semantic affinity matrix Al . More
specifically, the relation âlij between fil and fjl can be defined as the possibility of samples i and j belonging to the
same class. Mathematically, it can be computed by addition
theorem of probability:
âlij = P(uli = ulj ) =

N
X

P(uli = m)P(ulj = m).

(6)

m=1

Following implementation in EGNN [26], we aggregation
the relation âlij by its neighboring relations to get the final
affinity for GNN, i.e., alij ←
is the neighbor of i.

P

−1
âlij alij
P

l−1 l−1
k aik âik /

k

−1
alik

, where k

3.3. Mutual CRF-GNN
We propose a Mutual CRF-GNN (MCGN) that enables
GNN and CRF to help each other. For GNN, CRF provides
valuable affinity Al for feature transformation Fl+1 . For
CRF, GNN provides better features Fl for inferring affinity
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Al . In the following, we describe how they can contribute
to each other along with the overall pipeline of our method.
Initialization. Given the images in the support set and the
query set, the raw feature F1 is extracted by a CNN-based
feature extractor femb , i.e.,
F1 = femb (X ),

Lcrf =

Feed-forward Implementation of MCGN. Given the raw
feature F1 and the initialized affinity matrix A0 , the final
feature FL+1 for classification are transformed by MCGN
for L iterations. We describe the detailed process of MCGN
where CRF and GNN can mutually help each other for extracting discriminative features in few-shot learning. For
the l-th layer, the whole process can be divided into 4 steps.
l

• Step1: Given the affinity A and output features F
from (l−1)-th iteration, we estimate the unary and binary compatibility in the CRF by Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, respectively. The estimated compatibility functions define the affinities between two connected random variables in CRF.

• Step2: The marginal distribution (Eq. 5) for random
variables in CRF is inferred by loopy belief propagation [37], using the compatibility functions obtained
from Step 1 and the labels of samples in the support
set.
• Step3: The affinities Al in GNN is derived from the
marginal distributions obtained in step 2 by Eq. 6.
• Step4: The output features Fl+1 of the l-th iteration
are computed by aggregating their neighboring features with Al as their weights by Eq. 1.
We repeat above process layer by layer for L iterations and
get the final output FL+1 and affinity matrix AL for network optimization and inference.

3.4. Training and Testing
Training. We supervise the output of GNN and CRF simultaneously. In particular, GNN is supervised by a verification loss Lgnn on affinity Al , and CRF can be supervised
by a cross-entropy loss over the marginal distribution. This
is because the marginal distribution P(uli |Fl , Y0 ) is represented as a N -dimensional vector (pli,0 , pli,1 , ..., pli,N ), and
pli,j represents the possibility uli assigned label j, which is

N×K+T
X
X L+1

l
l
µcrf
l CE(P(ui |F , Y0 ), yi ),

(9)

i=N×K l=1

(7)

where X = S ∪ Q contains all the samples in one task. The
initial affinity matrix A0 in GNN is initialized by semantic
labels from the support set, i.e.

 1 if yi = yj and i, j ≤ N ×K,
0 if yi 6= yj and i, j ≤ N ×K,
a0ij =
(8)

0.5
otherwise,

l−1

essentially a classification problem. The two loss functions
can be defined as:

Lgnn =

L
N×K+T
XX
X N×K

µgnn
BCE(alij , cij ),
l

(10)

i=N×K j=1 l=1

where CE indicates the cross entropy, µcrf
is the weights
l
of each layer; BCE indicates the binary cross entropy loss,
µgnn
is the weights of each layer, cij is 1 if yi = yj and 0
l
if yi 6= yj . The total objective function can be a weighted
summation of two losses, i.e., L = λcrf Lcrf + λgnn Lgnn ,
where λcrf , λgnn of each loss are set to balance their importance.
Testing. The class of each sample can be inferred by its
final marginal distribution. We take the label that can maximize the mariginal distribution
ŷi = argmax P(uL+1
|FL+1 , Y0 ).
i

(11)

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Experimental Setup
Datasets: Our experiments are conducted on several
widely used few-shot learning benchmarks, including
miniImageNet [52], tieredImageNet [41], and CIFARFS [28]. miniImageNet consists of 100 classes with 600
labeled instances in each category. We follow the standard
protocol that utilizes 64 classes as the training set to train
the feature extractor, 16 classes as the validation set, and
20 classes as the testing set. tieredImageNet is a larger
dataset compared with miniImageNet, and its categories are
selected with a hierarchical structure to split training and
testing datasets semantically. We follow the dataset partition in [41] with 351 classes for training, 97 classes for validation and 160 classes for testing. The average number of
images in each class is 1281. CIFAR-FS is a dataset with
images from CIFAR-100. It contains 100 classes with 600
instances in each class. We follow the partition protocol
given by [28], using 64 classes to construct the training set,
16 classes for validation and 20 classes for testing.
Evaluation Protocols:
Evaluations are conducted in
5way-1shot/5shot settings on standard few-shot learning
datasets, including miniImageNet, tieredImageNet and
CIFAR-FS. The evaluation process is exactly the same as
previous works [26, 28, 56]. In N -way K-shot setting, a
meta-test task is composed of N classes, in which there are
K samples. We randomly sample 600 meta-test tasks from
the test dataset and then report the mean accuracy as well
as the 95% confidence interval. For each meta-test task,
we additionally sample 15 queries for each of 5 classes in
5way-1shot/5shot settings.
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Accuracy (%)
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20%

miniImageNet tinyImageNet
5w1s
5w5s
5w1s 5w5s
EP [42]
66.50 81.28 76.53 87.32
LST [32]
70.1
78.7
77.7
85.2
EMD [58]
65.91 82.41 71.16 86.03
FEAT [56]
66.78 82.05 70.80 84.79
Tian et.al (simple) [50]
62.02 79.64 69.74 84.41
Tian et.al (distillation) [50] 64.82 82.14 71.52 86.03
MCGN
68.87 86.58 77.12 89.22
Table 1. Feature-pretrained experiments on miniImageNet and
tinyImageNet for both 5-way 1-shot (5w1s) and 5-way 5-shot
(5w5s) few shot learning.
Method

GNN
EGNN
MCGN

40%

60%
Label Ratio

100%

Figure 3. Semi-supervised few-shot learning accuracy in 5way5shot on miniImageNet. MCGN surpasses GNN and EGNN by a
considerable margin consistently.

Network Architecture: We use two popular network
backbones for a fair comparison, which are ConvNet
and ResNet12 that are widely used in few-shot learning
tasks [26, 28, 43, 8]. ConvNet is composed by four ConvBN-ReLU blocks without any skip-connections, where the
last of two blocks contain extra two Dropout layers [46].
ResNet12 is the same as the one proposed in [20]. The
output of both ConvNet and ResNet12 is followed by
a global average pooling and a fully-connected layer
with batch normalization [23] to obtain a 128-dimension
instance embedding.
Data Augmentation: Data augmentations are implemented
before training as in [16, 56], which consists of horizontal
flip, random crop and colour jitter. Each meta-train episode
consists of N classes with K samples. We randomly sample
40 meta-train episodes in each iteration. Adam optimizer
is leveraged in all experiments with the initial learning of
10−3 . The learning rate decay is set by 0.1 per 15000 iterations and the weight decay is set to 10−5 .

4.2. Episodic Training for Few-shot Learning
Episodic training is firstly introduced by Vinyals et
al. [52] in few-shot learning. The training set and testing set
are organized by episodes, each of which contains a support
set and a query set. We compare the proposed MCGN with
several state-of-the-art models including graphical and nongraphical models on the task of few-shot classification. The
results (in the transductive setting) are reported in Table 2,
where the mean value and deviations are averaged over 600
episodes. Our method outperforms current state-of-the-arts
for both 5-way 1-shot setting and 5-way 5-shot setting on
miniImageNet, tieredImageNet.
We analyze the results of our main competing methods, including EGNN [26], TPN [15] and DPGN [54] with
ConvNet backbone in Table 2. EGNN employs features
and affinities aggregations but these affinities are deter-

mined by the feature-wise similarities, whose performance
is close to GNN-only method as reported in Table 3. Compared with EGNN, the main difference of our method is
to employ the class-level affinity based on CRF inference,
leading to 7.69%, 7.23% accuracy gain on miniImageNet,
tieredImageNet respectively for 5-way 1-shot learning. For
5way-5shot learning, MCGN outperforms EGNN by 6.69%
and 5.74% on miniImageNet and tieredImageNet. TPN
propagates labels of the support samples to query samples
by Laplacian matrix and takes the advantage of the support
sample labels. However, it doesn’t have a multi-layer structure and thus cannot refine the features by affinities layer
by layer. Our method improves TPN by a large margin
13.17% and 11.3% on miniImageNet and tieredImageNet
respectively for 5 way 5 shot few-shot learning. DPGN [54]
leverages the distribution propagation to involve the contextual information for inference, but it does not leverage the
given labels of the support samples. The lack of such semantic information may make the DPGN less effective than
our method. Our method outperforms DPGN by 1.2% and
1.8% for 5-way 1-shot and 5-way 5-shot setting.
Inductive scenario. In the inductive scenario, we have to
learn a function that produces a label for any given input.
In such scenario, we treat each query sample independently
and can not make the use of the relationships among query
samples. The comparison of our proposed method and other
states of the art is illustrated in Table 2. The proposed
MCGN outperforms other inductive methods by about 1%.
This is because MCGN can better utilize the contextual information in the feature space. On the other hand, the prevention of using the relation between query samples reduces
the improvements in the inductive scenario by our method
because our method relies on fully exploiting complex relations among all features in the graph.
Semi-supervised few-shot learning. We follow the same
setting with [15] for semi-supervised experiments. In this
setting, the labels of samples in support set are partially
given, and are balanced among different classes to have
same amount of labelled and unlabelled samples for each
class. Results are presented in Figure 3, from which we
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can conclude: (1) With the increase of labelled ratio of
samples in the support set, the testing accuracy of GNN,
EGNN and MCGN improves by a large margin. (2) Our
method, MCGN, outperforms EGNN [26] in different label ratio, namely 20%, 40%, 60%, 100%. The superiority
of our method is relative small (about 1%) compared with
EGNN when the label ratio = 20%, 40%. This is because
MCGN cannot take the full advantage of the labels in the
support set. With the number increase of the labelled samples, our method can utilize more information in the support
set, leading to larger margin with EGNN (about 3.5%).

4.3. Feature Pretrained Few-shot Learning
Feature pretrained few-shot learning is implemented by
[50, 42, 22], where the feature embedding is trained by all
samples in the meta-training stage. The baseline method
proposed in [50] uses all samples in the meta-training stage
to train the feature extractor and uses the samples in the support set during meta-testing stage to train the classifier in
each meta-testing task. Different from the baseline method,
all parameters in our proposed method are trained by metatraining samples. Specifically, our proposed method consists of two steps. First, we train the feature extractor following the same method in [50]. Second, we train the GNN
and CRF components on the top by the fixed features that
are computed by the feature extractor obtained.
To validate the effectiveness of our MCGN compared
with other methods [42, 56, 30] in few-shot learning, we
fix the feature extractor and train MCGN on top of the feature extractor. The results are illustrated in Table 1. Our
proposed MCGN improves the baseline performance, i.e,
Tian el.al (distill), by 4% in miniImageNet and by 3% in
tieredImageNet, which shows that MCGN can further improve the classification even with very strong features. Our
method also outperforms other methods that use pretrained
models but finetune the backbone by at least 2%, which is
consistent with the conclusion in [50].

4.4. Ablation Study
To investigate the contribution of GNN and CRF, we
incrementally evaluate each of them on miniImageNet by
constructing 4 variants of our method. In particular, Baseline is the MatchingNet where similarities between support
samples and query samples are directly calculated from feature embeddings. GNN-only is the GNN embedding model
which can aggregate features and affinities but the affinity
for GNN is defined by the embeddings of two connected
nodes. CRF-only is the model where a single CRF directly
follows the backbone. CRF+GNN is the model with two
branches. One is the GNN branch which is the same as
GNN-only and the other is the CRF branch which is the
same as CRF-only. In this setting, CRF and GNN can not
mutually contribute to each other. MCGN is the proposed

Figure 4. Experiments on miniImageNet in 5-way 5-shot few shot
learning (transductive scenario). Left: The few-shot classification
accurcies with different number of layers in MCGN. The width
of the colored region region indicates the variance of the performance. Right: Comparison of GNN loss and GNN loss+CRF loss.

method where CRF inference is leveraged to infer the affinity in GNN. Table 3 presents the performance of all variants.
In this section, we first illustrate the contribution of GNN
and CRF respectively by incrementally adding them to the
baseline and then explore the mutual benefits between CRF
and GNN. We also explore the contribution of the new CRF
loss (Eq. 9) and the influence of an important hyperparameter in GNNs, i.e., number of layers in MCGN.
Contribution of GNN and CRF. We compare Baseline
and GNN-only in Table 3 to illustrate to what extend GNN
contributes to the proposed method. We observe that GNN
plays an important role for few-shot classification as only
apply feature aggregation only improves the performance
of the model by 10% − 13% for 5-way 1-shot setting and
7% − 10% for 5-way 5-shot setting. With the comparison between Baseline and CRF-only, we conclude the CRF
can provide better affinity between support samples and
query samples. CRF improves the model by 4% − 6% on
miniImageNet, tieredImageNet and CIFAR-FS in 5-way 1shot setting while the improvement on 5-way 5-shot setting
is about 2% − 4%. We attribute the improvement difference to the inaccurate marginal distribution estimation by
loopy belief propagation [37] when CRF has dense connections and a large number of nodes [57]. The performance of
GNN+CRF shows that GNN and CRF are cumulative.
Contribution of CRF and GNN Mutual Benefits. By
comparing with CRF+GNN and GNN only, we can see the
performance only improves a little. However, the comparison between CRF+GNN and MCGN in Table 3 illustrates
that GNN and CRF can mutually help each other because
we can see the classification accuracy by MCGN is significantly higher than that by CRF+GNN on miniImageNet,
tieredImageNet and CIFAR-FS.
Contribution of Marginal Distribution Supervision.
CRF loss (Eq. 9) uses marginal distribution of variables to
supervised the network optimization. To illustrate the effectiveness of supervision on the marginal distribution of
each random variable in CRF, we conduct experiments under GNN loss only (Eq. 10) and GNN (Eq. 10)+CRF loss
(Eq. 9). From Fig. 4 (right), we can see the CRF+GNN loss
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Method
Inductive Learning
Matching Network [52]
Prototypical Network [45]
TAML [25]
SAML [19]
GCR [30]
IMP [2]
KTN (Visual) [39]
R2D2 [5]
Reptile [38]
SNAIL [34]
AdaResNet [36]
GNN [15]
EGNN [26]
DPGN† [54]
MCGN
Transductive Learning
Relation Network [47]
MAML [38]
Reptile [38]
EGNN [26]
TPN [33]
DPGN† [54]
MCGN

Backbone

miniImageNet
1-shot
5-shot

tiredImageNet
1-shot
5-shot

64-64-64-64
64-64-64-64
64-64-64-64
64-64-64-64
64-64-64-64
64-64-64-64
64-64-64-64
96-192-384-512
64-64-64-64
ResNet-12
ResNet-12
64-64-64-64
64-96-128-256
128-192-256-512
64-96-128-256

43.56 ± 0.84
49.42 ± 0.7
51.77 ± 1.86
52.22±n/a
53.21 ± 0.80
49.2 ± 0.7
54.61 ± 0.80
51.2 ± 0.6
47.07 ± 0.8
55.71 ± 0.99
56.88 ± 0.62
50.33 ± 0.36
57.89 ± 0.87

55.31 ± 0.73
68.20 ± 0.66
66.05 ± 0.85
66.49± n/a
72.34 ± 0.64
64.7 ± 0.7
71.21 ± 0.66
68.8 ± 0.1
62.74 ± 0.58
68.88 ± 0.92
71.94 ± 0.57
66.41 ± 0.63
66.85 ± 0.63
72.83 ± 0.74
73.58 ± 0.87

51.67 ± 1.81
53.31 ± 0.89
58.45 ± 0.59

70.30 ± 1.75
72.69 ± 0.74
70.98±n/a
74.58 ± 0.84

64-64-64-64
64-64-64-64
64-64-64-64
64-96-128-256
64-64-64-64
128-192-256-512
64-96-128-256

49.97 ± 0.32
48.70 ± 184
50.44 ± 0.82
59.63 ± 0.52
55.51 ± 0.86
66.14 ± 0.43
67.32 ± 0.43

65.99 ± 0.58
63.11 ± 0.92
65.32 ± 0.70
76.34 ± 0.48
69.86 ± 0.65
81.23 ± 0.41
83.03 ± 0.54

54.48 ± 0.93
63.52 ± 0.53
59.91 ± 0.94
69.91 ± 0.43
71.21 ± 0.85

71.32 ± 0.78
80.24 ± 0.87
73.30 ± 0.75
83.13 ± 0.46
85.98 ± 0.98

Table 2. Few-shot classification accuracies on miniImageNet and tieredImageNet. Results are reported in the inductive scenario and the
transductive scenario, respectively. † denotes results re-implemented by public codes [1].
miniImageNet
tieredImageNet
CIFAR-FS
5way 1shot
5way 5shot
5way 1shot
5way 5shot
5way 1shot
5way 5shot
Baseline
49.42 ± 0.98 68.20 ± 0.85 53.34 ± 0.78 72.69 ± 0.78 55.50 ± 0.86 72.01 ± 0.90
GNN only
58.93 ± 0.76 76.12 ± 0.94 62.62 ± 0.98 79.64 ± 0.87 69.47 ± 0.69 82.14 ± 0.74
CRF only
53.21 ± 0.76 71.34 ± 0.79 57.43 ± 0.72 76.04 ± 0.73 59.98 ± 0.89 75.69 ± 1.02
CRF+GNN 60.12 ± 0.57 78.64 ± 0.84 65.43 ± 0.93 82.23 ± 1.02 71.98 ± 0.99 84.22 ± 0.23
MCGN
67.32 ± 0.43 83.03 ± 0.54 71.21 ± 0.85 85.98 ± 0.98 76.45 ± 0.99 88.42 ± 0.23
Table 3. Ablation study of the baseline and three variants on miniImageNet, tieredImageNet and CIFAR-FS. Thare are 3 layers in GNNonly, CRF+GNN and MCGN. The accuracies are tested on 600 episodes in the transductive scenario.
Method

can improve GNN loss only by about 1%.
Contribution of Multiple Layers in MCGN. We investigate the effects of the number of layers in MCGN. MCGN
has a cyclic architecture which includes embeddings aggregation by GNN and a marginal distribution inference
by CRF. To obtain the trend of testing accuracy, we report
the results on miniImageNet for 5-way 5-shot setting in Table 4 (left). More specifically, we ensure the convergence
of Loopy Belief Propagation [37] and change the number of
layers in MCGN. By changing the number of layers from 0
to 1, we can see the testing accuracy has a significant jump
from 72.43% to 76.34%. When the number of layers continuously increases, the testing accuracy only marginally
increases and will come to convergence in the last several
numbers of layers. Comparing with EGNN, DPGN and
MCGN, the performance of our proposed MCGN is con-

sistently higher than that of the other two methods.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we present a novel framework, Mutual
CRF-GNN (MCGN) for few-shot classification. MCGN
combines GNN and CRF as a unified model, where the CRF
can offer a better affinity for GNN and the GNN can produce a robust embedding by taking affinity from CRF. Our
method significantly outperforms the current states of the
art on extensive benchmarks.
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